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It is envisioned that an appreciable field of use for 
the .1?1 Carrier System potentially exists on lines_ that are 
basically toll lines, but which may also be utilized to provide 
rural facilities. This memorandum is the first of a series .of 
studies to determine the coordination requirements between Pl 
and various toll carrier systems. It presents the computed __ 
carrier frequency system equal level coupling losses required 
to limit single'frequency interferences to objective values in 
the various carrier systems. 

Coordination of Pl carrier systems with any of the 
toll carrier systems operating below 3o kc will require that Pl 
channels in this frequency range be established on a stackable 
basis, while coordination with any of the toll carrier systems 
in the 36 to 100 kc range will require that Pl channels be 
established on a grouped basis. 
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Rurai Subscriber Carrier Syste~ {Type Pl) - Co~rdination 
Requirements for Single Frequency Interferences Between 
Type Pl and Various Toll Carrier Systems - File 36675-? 

MEMORANDUM FOR FILE 

1. Introduction and Purpcse 

MM-55-2433-6 

June 2, 1955 

A proposed study is underway of the coordinati.,n 
problems associated with the use of Type Pl Carrier Systems 
on lines which are basically toll lines, but which may als~ be 
utilized t~ provide rural facilities. A previous memoranduml 
mentiened that it is possible to experience crosstalk exposures 
to toll carrier systems on such lines, either in the cable or 
epen wire sections, or both. Since it is envisioned that an 
appreciable field of use for the Pl Carrier System potentially 
exists on this type of plant a study of coordination 
limitatiens has been deemed Aesirable, This memorandum will 
therefore present the computed required carrier frequency 
system egual level ccupling losses, from a single frequency 
standpoint, based on two simplifying assumptions; 

(1) That Type Pl and toll carrier systems may be 
assigned to facilities of similar transmission 
performance and 

(2) That directions of transmission for Pl and tell 
carrier systems can be coordinated by the nption 
of transmitting high or low Pl frequency 
allocations from the central office. 

In order to minimize computations, this study further 
assumes that the Pl and toll carrier systems will be co
terminus. 

It is realized that a substantial percentage of the 
prospective Pl carrier layouts will not embody these idealized 
conditions. Therefore, subsequent studies should include 
variations from these assumptions, such as (1) noncoterminus 
layouts, (2) Pl and toll carrier systems on dissimilar facili
ties, (3) limitations on oppositely directed carrier systems, etc. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -(1) . 
Memorandum entitled "Rural Subscriber Carrier System -
Pr~posed Study ef r.oordination ef Type XP Carrier Systems 
with Toll Carrier Systems -File 36o75-9", 2-15-54, R. Clark. 
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The coupling losses computed in this and suceeding 
studies will be translated into estimated permissible lengths 
of exposures for the various layouts, and will be reported in 
a summarizing memorandum for the entire coordination study. 

2. Conclusions 

The conclusions listed herein pertain only to single 
frequency interference coupling loss requirements. These 
conclusions depict general and specific restrictions on 
coordination within the limiting assumptions mentioned above. 
Future studies will indicate the extent to which coordination 
is possible when these restricting assumptions are modified 
for less ideal layouts. 

(1) The attached Fig. 1 depicts a graphic summary of 
the expected degree of compatibility of the Pl 
carrier system with the toll carrier systems listed 
thereon. 

( 2) 

(4) 

Coordination of Pl Carrier Systems with any of the 
toll carrier systems operating below 36 kc will 
require that Pl channels in this frequency range be 
established on a stackable basis. Also, as mentioned 
previously, it will be necessary to be able to trans
mit Pl high or low frequencies in either direction, 
since the direction of transmission for toll systems 
vary with respect to rural routes in different central 
office areas and with respect to different rural 
routes in the same central office area. 

Coordination of Pl Carrier Systems with any of the 
toll carrier systems operating in the 36-100 kc 
range will require that Pl channels be established on 
a·Krouped basis. The requirement for transmitting Pl 
hign or low groups in either direction still applies 
for this frequency range. 

The use of a staggered stackable Pl channel on lines 
supporting toll carrier systems below 36 kc probably 
will be precluded, since either the upper or lower 
sideband associated with the 18 kc Pl carrier will 
be oppositely directed to either East to West or 
West to East toll carrier allocations. Operation of 
stackable Pl channels (staggered or normal) on lines 
supporting normal grouped Pl channels will also be 
precluded regardless of whether toll systems are 
involved. 
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(5) With the exception of CN allocations of Type C 
systems, the transmitted 12 kc Pl carrier causes 
disturbances only in channel 2 of the various C 
allocations and the 24 kc Pl carrier interferes 
only with channel 1 of the various C allocati~ns. 

(6) The worst interferences in Type C carrier systems 
caused by Pl signaling tones will ~e roughly 
equivalent to the least interfering effects in the 
same toll system caused by the transmitted Pl 
carrier, for a given carrier frequency system equal 
level coupling loss. 

(?) The transmitted carriers of only the sta~gered Pl 
allocations cause single frequency inter erences 
in the Types OB, OC, J, N andONl systems. The 
interferences appear as 2 kc tones in these toll 
systems. Conversely, the transmitted carriers of 
Types OB, OC, N and ONl systems cause 2 kc tones in 
only the staggered Pl allocations. Thus from a 
transmitted carrier interference standpoint, non
staggered Pl allocations will not cause or experi
ence single frequency interferences when placed on 
a route supporting these particular toll systems. 
The only exception to the above is the nonstaggered 
Pl carrier at 96 kc which interferes with Type J 
East to West channels. However, this Pl channel 
will probably be rendered nonusable because of 
opposite directien of transmissicn w1 th respect 
to J systems. 

($) The following Table l summarizes the computed 
carrier frequency system equal level coupling lesses 
necessary to limit the various interfering tones te ' 
objective values in the toll and Pl carrier systems. 
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TABLE 1 

Computed Carrier Frefeency Syst,em E~ual Level Coupling Lesse~ 
to Limit Worst Sing e F~eguenqy !n~erference dases in Toll 

and Pl Carrier Szstems to Objective Valuee 

Tell Carrier System 

c 
H 

Lenkurt 33A 
N 

OA, OB1• OC 
ONl 
J 

Appr•xima te 
Coupling Lt)SS 
Required from 

Pl to Toll System 

49 d)\ 
29 db 
38 db 
67 db 
46 db 
63 db 
50 db 

Approximate 
Coupling Loss 
Required from 

Toll System to Pl* 

54 db 

52 db 
38 db 
53 db 
48 db 
44 db 

*As discussed in Section 5.2, these coupling losses should be 
increased about 5 db for Pl circuits employing equalized sub
sets, sueh as types 500C and D, on voice frequency extensions 
beyond remote Pl terminals. 

(9) With two possible exceptions, the leases shown in the 
above Table 1 in the column "Approximate Coupling 
Loss Required from Pl to Toll System" are applicable, 
within the assumptions set forth at the beginning of 
this memorandum, to the projected short haul Exchange 
Trunk Carrier System, if this trunk carrier system 
consists of Pl carrier equipment with modified 
signaling arrangements. The two exceptions are 
Types H and Lenkurt 33A carrier systems both of 
which experience single frequency interferences caused 
only by the Pl in band signaling tones. The losses in 
the column "Approximate Coupling Loss Required from 
Toll System to PF should, however, be relaxed 
(decreased) about 3 db for the Exchange Trunk Carrier 
System application. This is possible because the 
average local subscriber voice frequency loop loss 
plus the local central office loss is expected to be 
about 3 db higher than the average rural subscriber 
voice frequency loop loss beyond the outlying Pl 
carrier terminal. 
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It will be noted that the computed carrier frequency 
coupling losses in Table 1 are not the same for the ~1 ~o toll 
carrier path as for the toll to Pl carrier path. Thl.s l.S 
because (1) level differences act as a crosstalk advantage in 
the one path and necessarily as a disadvantage in the reverse 
path and (2) the c, H, Lenkurt 33A, and J systems are normally 
not compandored, whereas the Pl carrier system will be 
compandored. Thus,an expander advantage is applicable only in 
the computations for the toll to Pl interferences for these 
particular toll systems. 

3. General 

MM-49-2400-151 presents the results of judgment 
tests of 25 observers to determine the allowable interference 
from single frequency tones when observing over a carrier 
telephone circuit. Pertinent among the details involved in 
the conditions of the tests are that the maximum allowable 
single frequency inputs to the subscriber's loop for various 
frequencies in the audio range were determined by the observers 
while simultaneously listening to recorded speech volumes of 
-30 VU at the input to a 3 db subscriber's loop with a thermal 
noise of 10 dba at this point.2 The loop consisted of one 
mile of 24 gauge cable, a 120 D repeating coil, a 48 volt toll 
grade battery supply, and a 302 or a 500 type subset. The 
maximum allowable single frequency disturbances, as obtained 
from these tests for a 500 type subset, will be used as one 
"yardstick" in computing the coupling losses in this 
memorandum. 

In considering any noise which is introduced into 
a system somewhat less than 55% of the time but more than 1% 
of the time, and which has not been included in considerations 
~stablishing the noise objective for that particular system, 
l.t appears reasonable that this extraneous noise should not be 
permitted to materially increase the RMS noise objective of 
the system. Thus, another basis of computing allowable single 
frequency interferences is to consider the noise objective of 
a particular carrier system for all normal noises such as 
tube or transistor noise, resistance noise, power line noise, 

- - - - - - ~ ~ - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - -
1Technical Memorandum 49-2400-15 entitled "Requirements on 
Unwanted Tones in a Carrier Telephone System -File 36725-1", 
11/14/54, J. L. Lindner. , 

2-30 VU represents about a 3% minimum local talker volume, 
referred to the input of the local switchboard, on a distri
bution curve with a 50% point at -19 VU and a sigma of 5.9 VU. 
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babble, etc. The noise contributed by any one source not 
originally considered in setting the objective is then 
limited to a value equal to the objective mi-nus 6 db, when 
the total of all other noi~es is at the objective value. The 
maximum allowable single frequency disturbances between Type Pl 
and toll carrier systems as determined by this method, with TlU 
line weighting, will be used as a second "yardstick" in 
computing the required coupling losses in portions of this 
memorandum. The results so obtained will be briefly compared 
to the losses computed using MM-49-2400-15 as a base. 

The attached Appendix A shows some of the character
istics of the carrier systems which will be considered in this 
study, and the attached Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 depict frequency 
allocations for these carrier systems. It is to be remembered, 
however, that some of the Pl. Carrier System characteristics 
shown in Appendix A are subject to change since this carrier 
system is still in the development stage. 

4. Format of this Memorandum 

This memorandum considers Pl Carrier Systems in 
combination with the Western Electric carrier systems and one 
Lenkurt carrier system that may be commonly encountered in 
routes also utilized to provide rural facilities. The approach 
for each combination will be to devote the first portion of 
each numbered section to investigating single frequency inter
ferences in the toll carrier system caused by a Pl system, and 
then to investigate in the second portion of the section 
single frequency interferences in the Pl Carrier System caused 
by the toll system under discussion. 

The attached Appendices A through Q, which are 
referenced in appropriate sections, are used to indicate the 
numeric assumptions for the various carrier systems and to 
provide sample computations for each of the cases considered. 

5. !Ype Pl and C Carrier Combinations 

5.1 Interferences in C Carrier Channels 

Referring to Fig. 2, maximum potential coerdination 
of the Pl Carrier System with toll carrier systems below )6 kc 
will require that Pl channels in this frequency range be 
established on a stackable basis (assuming prior establishment 
ef East and West toll carrier terminals) with the 12 kc carrier 
of the Pl system transmitting East t~ West and the 24 kc 
carrier transmitting West to East. The interfering tones 
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produced in the various Type C allocations by these two Pl carriers are shown in the following Table 2. Staggered Pl carriers at 18 and 30 kc have been omitted because present design arrangements do not p~rmit the use of these two frequencies on a stackable basis. 

Iabl§ 2 

~terferinz Tones (in kc) fr9ducad in Various C A1l~cationa £i:Transmitted Pl 12 kc and '~ kc Ca~iers 

C Allocations 
cu CN* c~ • fl CA CB cs 

Carriers Channels Ch§DPP~S Chann~s Channe1s coannels Channels 

12 kc 

~~ 

1 2 l 1 ~ l • ~ l 
4 . • ~ l ~ ~ l l ... 

·4 .4 - 2.6 - - 2.6 - 1.9 - -
2.2 - .s ·4 - - 2.6 - .3 

*It is understood that an insignificant percentage of CN and CT allocations are in plant; however,each is Bhown here for completeness. 

-
.3 

~ 

2.6 

-

Assuming a 3 db toll trunk connection to the disturbed subscribers loop, a disturbed C carrier circuit equivalent of 6 db, and a level difference advantagel of 13 db, minimum computed carrier frequency system equal level coupling losses are indicated in Table 3 for the various interfering tones shown in Table 2 using limits set forth in M1~-49-2400-15 (hereafter referred to as Method A). For comparison purposes, the coupling losses were also computed using the carrier system noise objective as a base (hereafter referred to as Method B). A sample computation for Table 3 is contained in the attached Appendix B. 
- ~ - ~ ~ - - - ~ - - ~ - - - - -1 . 
If the level of carrier system A is, say, 13 db lower than the level of carrier system B at the same physical location, then crosstalk energy from system A into system B would be 13 db less than if the two carrier systems were equal level. Consequently, the required system equal level crosstalk coupling loss, from system A to system Bt could be reduced 13 db from that which would be required ror equivalent performance if both systems were at the same level. 

l 
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Table 3 

Minimum Carrier frequency System Egyaf LeYil CQupl!ng Lo§Ses {in db).to Limit 
Single frequency Interferencgs in C C&rtiet Qhanpels RYe t~ Fl Carr1ers. to 

Oblectiye Va1yas for M§~hcds A and F 

Pl. CA CB cs cu CN CT 
C~rr;!;~n:s Qhannels Channels Chaooelt! Chaooe1s Channels Channels 

l 2 J. ~ J.. ~ J. .4 ;];. .l l .a -
Method A 35 35 47 47 49 47 

12 kc 

Method B 34 34 37 37 40 37 

Method A 48 45 35 47 30 30 

24 kc 

Method B 38 43 34 37 29 29 

It should be mentioned again that the equal level 
coupling losses depicted in Table 3, and succeeding tabulations, 
are based on level differences of Pl and C carrier systems which 
would ob·::.ain only when these systems are coterminus and 
assigned to similar facilities. Further, for a given level 
difference at the central office transmitting end, the coupling 
losses would be relaxed by about 3.5 db when considering the 
transmitted carriers of the remote Pl terminalsi since these 
carriers (and sidebands) experience approy~mate y 3.5 db 
bridging loss due to the carrier frequency termination at the 
remote end of the carrier line. 

The values in Table 3 indicate that computing system 
equal level coupling losses by the process of considering 
system noise objectives (Method B) results in relatively small 
deviations from the losses computed by Method A for interfering 
tones below about .8 kco However, the losses computed by 
Method B are considerably relaxed for interferin~ tones of 1 kc 
or greater, being in the order of 10 db less str1ngent than 
those calculated by Method A in the 1.9 to 2.6 kc range. 
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The Pl Carrier System will utilize "in band" signaling consisting of three tones; namely 1150 cps, 1750 cps and 2500 cps to provide 4 party selective and a party semiselective 
ringihg~t The 2500"' tone will be used as a ringing frequency to be interrupted at a 20 cycle rate, and therefore will be present any time a rural subscriber ~s being signaled. The 175o- torte will be used to select tip or ring conductors by its presence or absence and will therefore be present, as an average, in 50 per cent of the cases when a subscriber is being signaled. Further, the 115~ tone will be used to select positive or negat~ve bias, by its presence or absence, and will therefore be present 50 per cent of the cases when a subscriber is being signaled. Thus, there is a .50 probability that the 250~ and 175~ tones will be on the line at the same time and a .50 probability that the 250~ and 
115~ tones will be on the line at the same time. A .25 probability exists that the 115~ and 175~ tones will be on concurrently and that all three tones will be on the line at the same time. 

caused br 
in the P 
are given 

The interfering tones in the various C allocations the three signaling tones, simultaneously applied, channels associated with 12 kc and 24 kc carriers in the following Table 4. 



Pl CA 
Signaling Channels 

Tones 1 2 .1 -
Pl 12 kc Allocation 

1.15 kc, LSB 1.55 

1.75 kc, LSB 2.15 

2.5 kc, LSB -
1.15 kc, USB 2.75 

1.75 kc, USB 2.15 

2.5 kc, USB 1.4) 

Pl 24 kc Allocation 

1.15 kc, LSB -
1.75 kc, LSB -
2.5 kc, LSB 1.00 
1.15 kc, USB 1.05 

1.75 kc, USB .45 

2.5 kc, USB -

Table 4 

Single Frequency Tones (in kc) in C Allccations Caused by Slgnaling Tones of Pl Carrier System 

C East - West Allocations 
CB cs cu CN CT Channels Channels Channels Channels Channels 1 2 l 1 2 l 1 2 l T gl ! 2 1 

1.55 1.45 1.45 . - 1.45 
2.15 .85 .85 - .85 

- - L10 
2.75 - - .75 
2.15 .85 .85 - .85 
1.40 1.60 1.60 - 1.60 

C West - East Allocations 

- 1.55 1 .. 45 
2.75 2.15 .85 2.45 2.45 
2.00 - - 1.70 1.70 

1.95 - - 1.45 1.45 
2.55 2.,5 - 2.05 2.05 
-

1.~ 1.10 2.Sl 2.80 
USB - Upper sideband LSB - ~wer sideband 

Interferences below .4 kc and above 2.8 kc now shown. 

~ 
0 



Pl. 
Signaling 

Table 5 

Minimum Carrier Frequency System Equal Leyel_~ing Losses (in db) Required to Lirlt 
Single Frequency Interferences in C CJ!:!i~r.Qhannels, Due to Pl. Signaling Tones, t.~ 

Objective Va1ues 

C East - West Allocations 

CA CB cs cu CN CT 
'furtes Channels Channels Channels Channels Qha.nnS!!s Chann~SI 

l z. 1 l 2. .l l 2. 
l'l 12 kc Allgcation 

.1 l 2 .1 1 2. 1 i 2. 

1.5 kc, LSB 27 Z7 30 .30 - .30 

2.0 kc, LSB II II It II - " 
2.5 kc, LSB - - - - 29 

1.5 kc, USB 28 28 - - 27 -
2.0 kc, USB II I! .30 .30 - 30 

2.5 kc, USB II II " II - II 

G West - East Allocations 

Pl. 24 kc Allocation 

1.5 kc, LSB - - 27 30 

2.0 kc, LSB - (l5 II II 27 27 

2.5 kc, LSB 2'1 II - - II !I 

1.5 kc, USB 30 25 - - 29 29 

2.0 kc, USB It II 25 - II II 

2.5 kc, USB - - II 29 II " 

1 

1-' ,_. 
I 
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As previously mentioned, in some cases only one of 
the Pl signaling tones (2500"} may be on at a time, or this 
250~ tone may be on with one or b6th of the other t~o signal~ 
ing tones (115~ and 1750'-'). Thus! the interfering tones in the C allocations indicated in Tab e 4, are the maximum 
possible interferences, and may not be realized in many cases. 
The above Table 5 summarizes, however, the computed carrier 
frequency system equal level coupling losses necessary to limit 
the interferences in the C allocations from the combinations of 
tones indicated in the above Table 4 to a value equal to the C 
carrier system noise objective o£ 32 dba at zero level minus 
6 dbl with appropriate TlU line weightings as shown in the 
samp e calculation of Appendix c. 

A comparison o£ the system equal level coupling 
leases required for the Pl signaling tones (above Table 5) 
with losses required for single frequency interferences due to 
the Pl transmitted carriers (Table J) indicates that the 
losses computed in connection with the carrier interference are 
more stringent than the lB;()eses computed for the Pl signaling 
tone interferences in alJ ,bf the commonly used C allecations, 
i.e. CA, CB, cs, cu. This is, of course, to be expected since 
the transmitted Pl carrier is +4 dbm at the line terminals, 
while each signaling tone is about 16 db down on the carrier at this point. 

5.2 Interferences in Pl Channels 

C carrier systems are carrier suppressed. Therefore, 
the only potential sources of single frequency interferences 
in the Pl channels are C pilot frequencies. The C system pilot 
frequencies will fall into sidebands associated with Pl 
carriers at 12 and 24 kc causing interfering tones as indicated in the following Table 6. 

Interferi 

C Pilot Fr~guencies 

CA & CB, E-W, 12.35 kc 
CA, W-E, 26.15 kc 
CB, W~E, 23,25 kc 
CS, CU & CT, E-W, 9.45 kc 
OS, W-E, 24.35 kc 
CU, W-E, 21.45 kc 
CT, W-E, 23,75 kc 
CN, E-W, 10.55 kc 
ON, W-E, 19.85 kc 

Table 6 

Pl Stackable Channel 1 
Sidebands of Sidebands of 
12 kc Carrier 24 kc Carrier 

2.15 
.75 

.)5 
2.55 

.25 
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As previously indicated, coupling l~sses derived 
hy Method A are more restrictive than coupling losses derived 
by Method B. Therefore as a conservative approach, the 
succeeding coupling losses will he derived on the basis of 
Method A, with the exception of the coupling losses required 
to limit interferences in the toll systems by virtue of Pl 
signaling tones. Method B appears t~ be a better approximatien 
for two or three simultaneous single frequency interferences in 
a message channel, and will thus be used for computations 
involving interferences from Pl signaling tones. 

Table 7 shows the computed minimum carrier frequency 
system equal level coupling losses required to limit single 
frequency interferences in a Pl channel from +8 dbm C carrier 
pilots at the +18 db sideband level point to objective values 
of single frequency noise, in the presence of 18 dba of inherent 
Pl carrier system noise at zero level in the Pl system after 
the expander. A sample computation is contained in Appendix D. 
The values in Table 7 are based on a Pl expander advantage of 
26 db to single frequency interference as derived in Appendix E. 

C Pilots 

CA & CB E-W, 12.35 kc 
CA W-E, 26.15 kc 
CB W-E, 23.25 kc 
CS, CU & CT E-W, 9.45 kc 
CS W-E, 24.35 kc 
CU W-E 1 21.45 kc 
CT W-E, 23.75 kc 
CN E-W, 10.55 kc 
CN W-E, 19.85 kc 

Table 7 

Pl Stackable Channel 1 
Sidebands of Sidebands of 
12 kc Carrier 24 kc Carrier 

38 

53 

54 

54 
49 

38 
53 
32 

As previously mentioned the observer's circuit used 
in the tests reported in MM-49-2460-15 consisted of a 48 volt 
toll grade battery supply, one mile of 24 gauge cable, and 500 
type subsets (as well as 302 types). Most of the voice 
frequency extensions beyond remote Pl carrier terminals will 
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be less than 5 miles in length and will consist mainly of 10~ 
steel wire. Further, a substantial portion of the Pl carrier 
subscribers will have 500 type subsets. All subscribers 
served by carrier will utilize the 20 volt battery supply of 
the remote carrier terminals. Since the supply voltage to 
these subsets will be 28 volts lower than the toll grade 
battery supply, and since the 20 volt Pl battery supply de 
resistance will be about 230 ohms (as compared to about 67 
ohms of the 48 volt toll grade battery supply), it is esti
mated that the receiver of an equalized 5'00 or 501 subset 
(served by Pl carrier systems) will be about 5 db more 
sensitive than the receivers of the 500 sets used in the 
MM-49-2400-15 tests. Therefore, the coupling loss figures 
shown in the above Table 7, as well as in succeeding tables 
de icti interferences in Pl channels should be increased 
about db for circu ts emp oy~ng equa ized subsets, such as 
t e and D, beyond the remote carrier terminals. 

Further as indicated in Appendix E, the Pl expander 
advantage to single frequency noise will vary slightly depend
ing on the talker volume reaching the expandor; therefore, the 
above computed coupling losses may vary within about ±2 db. 

6. TyEe Pl and H Carrier Combinations 

Type H carrier is a single channel carrier suppressed 
system and makes use of upper and lower sidebands of a 7.15 kc 
carrier for East to West and West to East directions of trans
mission, respectively. Pl system coordination with only 
Type H carrier Will permit the use of stackable or grouped and 
s~aggered allocations, the only requirement being that the 
s~debands associated with the Pl 12 kc carrier be transmitted 
in the same direction as the East to West upper sideband of 
Type H. 

There are no single frequency interferences in Pl 
channels from Type H systems. There is, however, a potential 
interference in Type H arising from the 2.5 kc signaling tone 
in the lower sideband of the Pl 12 kc carrier. This tone 
causes a 2.35 kc tone in the H East to West allocatien. The 
minimum system equal level coupling less necessary to limit 
this tone to an objective value is 29 db as computed in 
Appendix F. 
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7. type Pl and Lenkurt 33A Carrier Combinations 

7.1 Interference in Lenkurt 33A Channels 

Referring to Fig. 2, it is noted that Lenkurt 
Type 33AS and 33AX are stackable carrier systems judiciously 
arranged to coordinate with Western Electric Types C and H 
carrier systems. As in the case of C carrier, maximum 
coordination efforts require that the Pl channels associated 
with 12 and 24 kc carriers be established on a stackable basis. 

No single frequency interferences will be en
countered in the Lenkurt channels by virtue of transmitted 
Pl carriers. There are, however, potential interferences in 
the Lenkurt channels arising from the signaling tones of Pl. 
The signaling tones of the 12 and 24 kc Pl channel may, as a 
worst condition, cause interfering tones in the various Lenkurt 
allocations as noted in the following Table g. 

Table B 

Single Frequency Tones Cin kc) in Lenkurt 2J ~ anq 
33 AX Allocation§ Causes by Qigna1ing 

a 
SigryU.iijg Ton~s 

Fl 1~ kc ChartUel 

1.15 kc LSB 
1. 75 kc LSB 
2.5 ko LSB 
1.15 kc USB 
1.75 kc USB 
2.5 kc USB 

Pl ?4 kq Channel 

1.15 kc LSB 
1.75 kc LSB 
2.5 kc LSB 
1.15 kc USB 
l. 75 ko USB 
2.5 kc USB 

Tones of ~ Carrier Sz§tem 

Lenkurt J~ AS East to Westeet to East 
Ch~s Channels 

..L ..l... ...L ...l.. 

.65 
1 • .25 
2.00 

.75 
1.50 

... 

• 75 
1.50 

.75 
1.50 

East to wee es to East 
Ch9nnele Channels 

..1... ..L ...a. ...L 

.65 
1.25 
2.00 

2.50 

2.50 

2.50 

Interferences below .4 kc and above 2.8 kc not shown. 
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The following Table 9 summarizes the computed 
carrier frequency system equal level coupling losses necessary 
to limit interferences from the combinations of tones indi
cated in Table 8 to a value equal to an assumed Lenkurt carrier 

system noise objective of 32 dba1 at zero level minus 6 db with 
appropriate line weightings as shown in the sample calculations 
of Appendix G. 

Table 2 

Minimum Carrier Frequency Sy§tam EQual Level Coupling Losses (in db) 
Resuireg to Ljmit Single Freauency Int§rferP..nces 

in Lenkurt 13 Channels. Due to F1 Signaling Tones, 

Pl. 
Signal;pg Tones 

fl. 12 k<( Allocation 

1.15 kc LSB 
1. 75 kc LSB 
2.5 kc LSB 
1.15 kc USB 
1.75 kc USB 
2.5 kc USB 

Pl 24 kc Allocation 

1.15 kc LSB 
1.75 kc LSB 
2.5 kc LSB 
1.15 kc USB 
1.75 kc USB 
2.5 kc USB 

- - - -

to Objectiv~ Values ' 

East to West West to East 
Channels Ch§nnels 

...l... ....2.... --2- ..J.. 

38 
II 

II 

37 
" II 

37 
II 

II 

37 
II 

II 

Lenkqrt '33 AX 
East to West West to East 

Qhanoels Qhano~s 
..l.... ...a... ....a.. ...l... 

38 
II 

" 

33 

33 

33 

- - - - - -
1~etailed t:ansmission informati~~ for Lenkurt carrier systems 
~s not avaJ.lable. If, however, ~t is assumed that the battery 
filter circuits are as good as Western Electric Type C and 
that modulation is held within acceptable limits, then an 
assumed.noise performance comparable to Type C carrier is 
approprJ.ate, 
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7.2 Interference in Pl Channels 

It is of interest to note that there are no potential 
sources of single frequency interference in nonstaggered Pl 
channels from any of the Lenkurt }J AS allocations inasmuch as 
carrier is not transmitted in Lenkurt Type 33 systems and since 
the signaling tones of the 33 AS channels are out of band with 
reference to sidebands of Pl 12 kc 24 kc and 36 kc carriers. 
There are, however, potential single frequency interferences in 
the Pl nonstaggered channels caused by the 4 kc signaling tones 
of Lenkurt jJ_AX allocations 2 E-W, 2 W-E, 3 W-E and 3 E-W. 
These signa~tones cause 1 kc interfering tones in each of 
the three Pl allocations associated with 12, 24 and 36 kc 
carriers. The minimum carrier frequency system equal level 
coupling losses necessary to limit this 1 kc tone to an 
objective value in the Pl channels is 52 db as computed in 
Appendix H. 

8. TxPe Pl and N Carrier Combinations 

8.1 Interferences in N Channels 

As shown in Fig. 3, Pl carriers either side of the 54 
kc cut-apart frequency transmit in opposite directions. For 
maximum coordination Pl carriers above 54 kc should be trans
mitted in the same direction as N low group. In this arrange
ment, Pl channel 4n would become nonusable due to opposite 
direction transmission. Also the operation of Pl channel 3n 
would be precluded if N channel 13 is used. Pl channel 3s 
would be nonusable if either N channel 13 or 12 were used. 
In addition, all coordination ceases to be possible when the 
Pl exposure to N exceeds an N repeater section, since N 
channels experience frequency fragging at a repeater. 

From Fig. 3, j_ t is seen that the trans-
mitted carriers of normal grouped Pl channels (e.g. 12, 24, 36 
kc etc.) do not cause any interfering tones in any of theN 
carrier channels. However staggered grouped Pl carriers at 
42 kc, 66 kc, 78 kc and 90 kc potentially disturb N carrier 
low group channels 13, 10, 8 and 7, respectively, and cause 
2 kc tones in each of these channels. Table 10 indicates the 
minimum carrier frequency system equal level coupling losses 
required to limit this tone to objective values. The coupling 
losses shown in Table 10 assume a 3 db toll trunk connection 
to the subscribers loop a disturbed N carrier circuit 
equivalent of 5 db, an N expandor advantage of 23 db to noise, 
and a noise objective of 32 dba at zero level in the N system. 
A sample computation is depicted in Appendix I. 



Pl 
Carriers 

42 kc 

66 kc 

78 kc 

90 kc 
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Table 10 

N Carrier Low Group Allocations 
I 8 lO _ll_ 

67 

The transmitted Pl carriers may also demodulate 
against the 370~ N carrier signaling tones and cause a 170~ 
interfering tone in the N channel. However, this 1,7 kc tone 
will not require coupling losses significantly larger than those 
shown in Table 10 and are, therefore, not computed. 

8.2 Interferences in Pl Channels 

The transmitted N carriers at 40, 64, 80 and 88 kc 
will fall into Pl staggered allocations 3s LG, ls HG, 2s HG, 

and 3s HG1 respectively, and cause 2 kc tones in each of these 
allocations. In addition, the 370~ signaling tones of the N 
channel3 will cause interfering tones in the various Pl 
staggered allocations. However, inasmuch as the N signaling 
tones are 15 db below the transmitted N carriers, only the 
interference caused by the N carriers is considered here. 

Table 11 indicates the computed minimum carrier 
frequency system equal level coupling losses required to limit 
the 2 kc interfering tone to an objective value of -70.5 dbm 
at zero level after the Pl expander. These computations assume 
a 1 db average voice frequency loop beyond the outlying Pl 
terminal, a 4 db disturbed Pl carrier equivalentt a Pl expander 
advantage to single frequency noise of 26 db and appropriate 
level difference advantages. A sample calcuiation is contained 
in Appendix J. 

~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - ~ 
1

LG - Low Group, HG - High Group. 
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Table ll 

Nl Pl Allocations 
3a HG Carriers 3s tG l;s HG 2s HG 

Ch-13, 40 kc 34 

CH-10, 64 kc 36 

Ch- 8, 80 kc 37 

Ch- 7, 88 kc 38 

9. Ix:ee Pl ang OA Carrier Combinations 

9.1 Interference in OA Channels 

Referring to Fig. 2, it is seen that coordinating 
Pl carrier systems with Type OA systems is similar to the 
problem of coordinating with Type C in that Pl channels in 
the 2 - 36 kc range must be established on a stackable basis 
(assuming existing OA systems) with the 12 kc carrier of the 
Pl system transmitting East to West and the 24 kc carrier 
transmitting West to East. Of these two Pl carriers, only 
the 12 kc carrier produces a single frequency tone in the OA 
system, which tone falls into OA channel 2 East to West at 
2 kc. The minimum carrier frequency system equal level 
coupling loss required to limit this 2 kc interference in the 
OA channel to an objective value of -72.5 dbm at the input to 
a 3 db subscribers loop (-65.5 dbm at zero level after the OA 
expandor) is 46 db as computed in Appendix K with the assump
tions indicated therein. 

9~2 Interference in Pl Chann¥~ 

Conversely, the 14 kc carrier of OA channels 1 and 
2, East to WestL will fall into the uppe~ sideband associated 
with the 12 kc Yl carrier and will cause a 2 kc tone in this 
sideband. 'The m:tni.nnun earrie.I" 'fre.quency system equal level 
coupling loss required to limit this 2 kc interference in the 
Pl channel to an objective value of -74.5 dbm at the input to 
a 1 db Pl subscribers loop (-70.5 dbm at zero level after the 
Pl expandor) is 53 db as computed in Appendix L. 
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Further, the 370~ signaling tones of OA channels 
2 and 3 East to ~Jest will demodulate against the 12 kc Pl 
carrier causing 1700 cycle and 2300 cycle tones, respectively, 
in the lower sideband of this Pl allocation. However, since 
these OA signaling tones are 6 db down on the OA transmitted 
carrier, the interference caused by these OA signaling tones 
will require coupling losses no greater than the 53 db figure 
quoted above, and are, therefore, not computed. Signaling 
tones of OA channels 1 and 2 West to East fall out of band in 
the Pl allocation associated with the 24 kc carrier. 

10. Type Pl and OB and OC Carrier Combinations 

10.1 Interferences in OB and OC Channels 

Types OB and OC carrier systems have no standardly 
established directions o£ transmission for high or low groups, 
such as East to West or vice versa. Thus, a particular office 
may, for instance, be high group transmitting for OB systems 
and low group receiving for OC systems. In such cases, maximum 
coordination effort would, in addition to requiring grouped Pl 
channels, limit the usable Pl channels to the following; Pl 
channels ln, ls, and 2n {see Fig. J) assuming attempted coordi
nation with OB~ or Pl channel Jn assuming coordination with low 
group OC, If, however, the central office under consideration 
is OB high group transmitting and OC lt"tw group transmitting, 
then ma.:d.mum coordination effort may (depending on further 
stuciiec) permit the use of all seven Pl channel allocations, 
i.e.,channels ln, ls, 2n, 2s, Jn, 3s and 4n. 

The staggered transmitted Pl carriers at 42 kc, 66 kc 
and 90 kc fall into OB low group channel 4, OB high group 
channel 2, and OC low group channel 2, respectively, causing 
a 2 kc tone in each of these channels. The minimum carrier 
frequency system equal level coupling loss required to limit 
this 2 kc interference to an objective value in the OB and OC 
channels (assuming Pl directions of transmission coordinated 
with OB and OC) is 46 db, computed as shown in Appendix K for 
OA interference. 

10.2 Interference in Pl Channels 

The transmitted OB 44 kc and 64 kc carriers and the 
OC 92 kc carrier fall into Pl all~cations 3s LG, ls HG and 3s 
HG, respectively, causing 2 kc tones in each of these sidebands. 
The minimum carrier frequency system equal level coupling loss 
required to limit this 2 kc interference to an objective value 
in the Pl channels is 53 db, computed in a manner similar to 
that shown in Appendix L for OA considerations. 
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11. Type Pl and ONl Carrier Combinations 

11.1 Interferences in ONl Channels 

Type ONl carrier systems basically utilize type N 
equipment in the cable section to derive a maximum of 20 
single sideband channels in five groups of four channels per 
group in roughly the same frequency spectrum utilized by N 
carrier systems. Appendix A depicts some of the more out
standing characteristics of the ONl carrier system. Referring 
to Fig. 3, it is noted that maximum coordinatin.n of Pl with 
type ONl carrier would require grouped Pl channels with the 
high group of Pl transmitting in the same direction as low 
group ONl. Further, this coordination may preclude the use of 
Pl channels 3s and 4n. Type ONl channels are added in the 
order of applying Group 1 first, Group 2 second, Group 3, 
Group 5, and Group 4. Thus, for those cases where Group 5 is 
not being operated, it may be possible to utilize Pl channels 
Js and 4n. 

The transmitted Pl staggered grouped carriers at 
42 kc, 66 kc, and 90 kc fall into ONl Group 5 (Channel 4), 
Group 4 (Channel J} and Group 3 (Channel 2), respectively, 
causing 2 kc interfering tones in each of these ONl allocations. 
The minimum carrier frequency system equal level coupling loss 
requirements for this tone in the various ONl channels are as 
sho~~ in the following Table 12. A sample computation is 
contai4ed in Appendix M. 

Pl 
Carriers 

42 kc 

66 kc 

90 kc 

Table 12 

Grp. 5 Grp. 4 Grp. 3 
(Channel 4) (Channel 3) (Channel 2) 

63 

61 

59 
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11.2 Interference in Pl Channels 

It follows, from the above, that ONl carriers at 
44 kc, 64 kc and 92 kc fall into Pl allocations 3s LG, ls HG and 3s HG, respectively, causing 2 kc tones in each of these Pl channels. The minimum c~rrier frequency system equal level coupling loss requirements for this tone for the three PI 
allocations are shown in the following Table 13. A sample computation is contained in the attached Appendix N. 

Tagle 13 

Pl 
ONl Carriers 3s to Allocations 

Is HG 3s HG 
44 kc 35 
64 kc 36 

92 kc 38 

In addition to the above potential single frequency interferences in the Pl channels caused by the ONl carriers, a 2 kc interference in Pl channel 2s HG potentially exists 
from a level control oscillator associated with the ONl system, This os~illator, the frequency of which is 76 kc, is used to 
maintain a nominally constant repeater load in the ONl system when it is equipped with four or less of the possible 5 
four-channel groups. The following Table 14 depicts the 
level of this control oscillator relative to nonsloped ONl carriers at the -28 db carrier level point, for various 
numbers of "working" groups. Also shown is the energy contained in this 76 kc tone at the line terminals for the conditions of various group "loads". 



Control 
('Scilla tor, 
relative 
level at 
-28 db 
carrier 
point. 

Energy in 
76 kc cont. 
osc. tone 
at line 
terminals 

+10.5 db 

+1.1 dbm 
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Table 14 

ONl Groups Egui:~ed or Working 

+8.5 db +7 db +4 db None 

+ .9 dbm -2.4 dbm -5.4 dbm None 

The carrier frequency system equal level coupling losses required to limit the 2 kc interfering tone in Pl channel 2s HG (caused by the ONl 76 kc oscillator) to -74.5 dbm at the input to a 1 db Pl subscriber's loop are shown below in Table 15 for the various 76 kc energies at the line terminals of an ONl system. A sample computation is contained in Appendix O~ 

Table 15 

Level Control Oscillator 
+. bm -2.4 dbm 

Required 
Coupling 
Losses 

47 

12. Type Pl and J Carrier Combinations 
12.1 Interference in J Channels 

44 41 

From Fig. 3, it can be seen that attempted coordination of Pl with J carrier systems not only necessitates the use of grouped Pl channels, but that Pl channel 3n will probably not be usable since either the high or low group 
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transmissi~n of this Pl channel will be oppositely directed 
to J West te East transmission. In additiGn, Pl channels Js 
and 4n will be rendered nonusable, if an attempt is made tc 
coordinate Pl usable high ?roup allocations with J carrier 
West to East direction. I , on the other hand, Pl usable 
low group allncations are coordinated with the J carrier West 
to East direction, Pl allocation 4n HG will be in the same 
direction as J carrier East to West transmission, a,nd probably 
would be usable at the expense of not using Pl channels ln, 
ls, 2n, 2s. 

Only the staggered allocations of the Pl carrier 
system cause single frequency interference (by virtue of 
transmitted carrier) in J carrier West to East transmissicn, 
and all such interferences will appear as 2 kc tones in the 
various J allocations. The 96 kc Pl carrier (nonstaggered 
channel 4n HG) is the only Pl source of single frequency 
interference in J East to West transmission and causes 1 kc, 
3 kc and 2 kc tones in J East to West JSA channel 1, JNB 
channel 1, and JSB channel 12, respectively. 

The minimum carrier frequency system equal level 
coupling l~ss necessary to limit the 2 kc tones in the J 
channels to a value of -72.5 dbm at the input to a 3 db sub
scriber's loop is 50 db as computed in Appendix P. Similarly, 
the coupling l~ss requirements for the aforementioned 1 kc 
and 3 kc tones are about 50 and 44 db, respectively. 

12.2 Interference in Pl Channels 

The only source of single frequency interference in 
Pl channels from J carrier systems are from J-2 pilots at 
40 kc, SO kc and 92 kc, which pilot frequencies cause 2 kc 
tones i~ Pl sta,ggered allocations Js LG, 2s HG and Js HG. 
These pJ.l•t frequencies are applied to the line with aJ;)·. energy 
of -3 dbm. The minimum carrier frequency system equal level 
coupling l•ss necessary to limit the 2 kc interferences in Pl 
channels tc -74.5 dbm at the input to a 1 db Pl subscriber's 
voice frequency loop is 44 db as computed in Appendix Q. 

Attached: 
Drawings ES-932139 ~Fig, 1

2
) 

ES-931932 Fig, ) 
ES-931933 Fig. 3) 

Appendices A through Q 

R. CLARK 
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APPENDIX A 

CHARACTERISTICS AND OBJECTIVES OF VARIOUS CARRIER SYSTEMS 

Signaling Carrier Single Sidebam 
Sidebands Energy Energy Transmission Level 
(Double or Transmitted Transmitted Transmitted Point at Line 

Sirude) To Line Carriers To Line Terminals 

Double Each tone Yes Away !rom c.c. Away !rom c.o. 
-11 dbn +~ dbm -s db 

Toward c.o. Toward c.o. 
+l dbn(4) -U db (4) 

Single Pilots at No - +18 db 
+8 dan 

Double Low group Yes Low group Low group 
-20 dbm to -5 dbm to -20 db to -27 db 
-27 dbm -12 dbm 
High group High group High group 
-la dbm to -.3 dbm to -18 db to -11 db 
-11 dbm +4 dan 

Single Odbm Yes +6 dbn 0 db 

Single Odbm Yes +6 dbm . 0 db 

Single Odbm Yes +6 dt.m 0 db 

Single Low group Yes Nominally same Low group 
-11 dbm to as N above -ll db t ·o -18 db 
-18 dbm 
High group High group 
-9 dbm to -9 db to -2 db 
-2 dl:m 

Single J-1 pilot at No - +17 db 
-10 dbm 
J-2 pilot at 
-.3 dbn 

Single +5 dbn No - +10 db 

Single - No - +16 db 

(1) Type C and J systems may be eompe.ndored through the use or the lA com:pamor. 
However, the costs or applying a lA compandor are not generally justified. 

(2) For line loss less than 31 db, circuit net loss improvements are real~zed. 

(.3) For 4000-mile five-link connection. 

(i.) Assumes carrier frequency termination at em or carrier line. 

Minimum 
Average Sideband 
Maximum Receiving 

Line Loss Level 

.30 db at -.38 db on 
96 kc carrier 

line 

45 db at -27 db 
27 kc 

Low group Low group 
45 db -65 db 

High group High group 
64 db -75 db 

40 db -40 db 

50 db -50 db 

50 db -50 db 

Low group Low group 
45 db -56 db 

High group High group 
64 db -66 db 

77 db -60 db 

.35 db -25 db 

.31 db -15 db 

Assumed 
.. Carrier Static Noise 
Circuit Objective at 

Eauivalent Zero Level 

4 db .32 dba 

6 db .32 dba 

5 db .32 dba 

4 db .32 dba 

4 db .32 dba 

4 db .32 dba 

5 db .32 dba 

6 db 38 dba (.3) 

4 db .32 dba 

9 db(2) 27 dba 

Bandwidth 
(Cycles) 

.3400 

2800 

.3200 

.3000 

.3000 

.3000 

.3000 

.3500 

2800 

2700 

R. CLARK 
7-12-~4 

Expandor 
Advantue 

26 db to 
1 kc Tone 

Not (1) 
Compandored 

2.3 db 

2.3 db 

2.3 db 

2.3 db 

2.3 db 

Not 
Compandored (l) 

Not 
Compandored 

Not 
Compandored 



Appendix B 

Sam!le Calculation of .Pl Single Freguenc:v; 
nterference in «en Carrier Svstems 

Assuming Co-terminus"Systems in Centrar-Office 

Consider 0.8 kc tone in CB channel 1 (W-E) dause'd 
by Pl carrier at 24 kc demodulating against CB channel 1 
carrier at 23.2 kc. 

_METHOD A 

68.5 dbm maximum allowable .a kc tone at input to ) dh 
subscriber's loop from MM-49-2400-15 

+ .5 db local office loss 

-68.0 dbm maximum allowable .8 kc tone at input to local 
office 

+ 2.0 db assumed toll connecting trunk loss 

-66.0 dbm maximum allowable .8 kc tone at input to toll 
connecting trunk 

!__1.0 db assumed toll office loss 

-65.0 dbm maximum allowable .8 kc tone at toll board 

~6~Q db assumed C carrier equivalent 

-59.0 dbm maximum allowable .8 kc tone at zero level in 
C circuit 

+14.0 db level advantage of +4 dbm Pl carrier into +18 db 
level point of C circuit 

-45.0 dbm 

••• Carrier frequency system equal level coupling loss 
required for aoo cycle interfering tone is 45 db by this 
method of calculation. 

METHOD B 

32 dba maximum allowable noise for 0 carrier at zero 
level from all normal noise sources 

- 6 db 

26 dba maximum allowable noise at zero level from a 
single unweighted source, i.e. 1 kc 
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This "rule of thumb" of limiting noise from a single 
source to a value equal to the objective noise minus 6 db can 
be shown reasonably valid by the fact that 26 dba p 32 dba = 
32.98 dba1 which means that 26 dba of single frequency noise, 
when added in power addition to a system noise of 32 dba, 
increases the total noise only by .98 dba. 

Continuing with the computations: 

Since for l kc, 0 dba = -85 dbm 

+26 dba maximum allowable 1 kc noise at zero level in 
C system. 

-85 db conversion to dbm 

-59 dbm maximum allowable 1 kc noise at zero level in C 
system 

~db TlU line weighting for .8 kc relative to l kc 

-57 dbm maximum allowable ,8 kc noise at zero level in 
C system 

+14 db level advantage of +4 dbm Pl carrier into +18 db 
_ level point of C 

-43 dbm 

~eo Carrier frequency system equal level coupling loss 
required for the 800 cycle interfering tone is 43 db by 
this method of calculation. 

- - ~ - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - -1The symbol+ is used to denote power addition (RSS}. p 



Sam le Calculatio · 
A ocations 

The signaling frequencies to be employed in the Pl 
carrier system are 1150, 1750 and 2500 cps to salect positive 
or negative bias, select tip or ring conductorSJ. and ring 
subscriber, respectively. Positive or negative.bias is, 
selected by the presence.or absence of the 1150'--'1 anq tJ.p dtt 
ring is selected by the presence or absence of 175~i 

. Consider all three signaling tones ( 11501 17$0 .and 
2500'>) in a Pl upper sideband causing 2175 kc1 2115 kc and 
1.40 kc tones respectively in a CA East•West channel 1 
allocation. 

)2 dba average maximum allowable noise for C carrier system 
at ~ero level from all normal noise sources 

- 6 db -
26 dba maximum allowable noise at zero level from a single 

frequency unweighted source. 

The.TlU line weighting for the interfering tones of 2.75 kci 
2.15 ko and 1.40 kc are -9 db, -7 db, and -3 db, respective Yt 
with reference to a 1 kc tone. For the condition of 100% 
modulation, the energy of each of three Pl signaling tones 
will be approximately -4 dbm at zero level, and the weighted 
power addition of the three tones is ·13 dbm + -11 dbm + 
-7 dbm • -4.6 dbm. 1 P P 

Thus: 

+26.0 dba maximum allowable 1 kc noise at zero level in 
C carrier system 

:85,0 db conversion to dbm 

-59.0 dbm allowable noise from all tones at zero level 
in C carrier system. 

- - ~ - ~ - ~ - - ~ - - - - ~ - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - ~ 
1It is assumed the ear combines two or more simultaneous tonea 

approximately on a power addition basis, and that each tone ··· 
experiences a weighting, with reference to 1000 cycles,prior 
to this addition due primarily to the subset. 
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-(-}4,6 db weighting 

-54.4 dbm allowable noise at zero level from all three 
tones. 

+26.0 db level advantage of -$ db Pl sideband level and 
+1$ db sideband level of C carrier system. 

-28.4 dbm 

••• Required carrier frequency system equal level coupling 
loss is 28.4 db, say 28 db. 

It is, however, to be realized that this method of 
computation is approximate inasmuch as only the fundamental 
tones have been considered, and the beat frequencies have been 
neglected, Although no subjective tests have been made to 
determine the interfering effects of 2 or 3 tones on the ear, 
it is thought that the magnitude of the beat frequencies in 
the audio range are appreciably below the magnitudes of the 
fundamental frequencies causing such beat frequencies. 
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Sample Calculations of C Carrier Pilot Freguencx 
Interference in Pl Carrier Systems 

Consider a 2,15 kc tone in the upper sideband of the 
Pl allocation associated with a 24 kc carrier, which tone is 
caused by the 26.15 kc pilot of the C carrier CA allocati~n. 

-72.0 dbm maximum allowable 2.15 kc tone at input to a 
3 db subscriber's loop from MM-49-2400-15 

- 3,0 db subscriber's loop loss 

-75.0 dbm maximum allowable 2.15 kc tone at subset terminals 

+ l,Q db assumed average Pl subscriber voice frequency 
loop loss 

-74.0 dbm maximum allowable 2.15 kc tone at input to 1 db 
loep 

+ 4.0 db assumed Pl carrier system equivalent 

-70.0 dbm maximum allowable 2.15 kc tone at zero level 
after expander in Pl channel 

+26.0 db assumed Pl expander advantage 

-44.0 dbm maximum allowable 2.15 kc tone at zero level 
before expander 

-10.0 db level disadvantage of +8 dbm C pilot source into 
-8 db level point of a single sideband of Pl, plus a 
6 db advantage of Pl double sideband demodulation 

-54.0 dbm 

••• Carrier frequency system equal level coupling loss 
required for the 2.15 kc interfering tone is 54 db. 
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Derivation of Pl Expander Advantage to 
Single Frequency Tones 

Time has not yet permitted securing sufficient data 
for the Pl syllabic compander to establish firm compander 
characteristics, but preliminary measurements indicate that 
the expander will be capable of inserting 1 db of loss for 
each db of input (below the 0 dbm no-compression point) at 
least down to inputs of -35 dbm. Although the point at which 
no further loss is inserted may be somewhat below this input 
power, -35 dbm is considered to be a safe figure for engineer
ing purposes. 

The following conditions are assumed as three 
different bases for the purpose of computing the Pl expander 
advantage to single frequency noise; 

1. That an observer, utilizing Pl facilities via a 
remote Pl terminal, is connected to an average local 
talker within the central office area of the office 
serving the observer. 

2. That an observer, utilizing Pl facilities via a 
remote Pl terminal, is listening to an average toll 
talker over a 3 link toll circuit connection of 13 db 
loss between the toll transmitting switchboard and the 
toll receiving switchboard, a receiving toll office 
loss of 1 db, a toll connecting trunk loss of 2 db, 
and a local office loss of .5 db. 

3. That an observer, utilizing Pl facilities via a 
remote Pl terminal, is listening to a toll talker 
one sigma down from average volume, and that this 
toll talker is connected via the same circuits 
described in 2 above. 

The expander advantage to noise and crosstalk of any 
expander is given by the empirical expression X - XjY, in which 
X is the loss inserted by the expander during the nonspeech 
interval and Y is the loss inserted during the speech interval. 
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Simplified Approach 

1. Average Local Talker Connection 

The average local talker volume has been found to be 
-19 vu, on a distribution curve with a sigma of 5.9 vu, at the 
input to the local switchboard. Thus: 

-19.0 vu average local talker volume at input to local 
board 

- 1.~ db conversion to dbm 

-20.4 dbm average local 
local board 

talker speech energy at input to 

---·~5 db local office loss 

-20,9 dbm average local talker speech energy at two-wire 
input to Pl carrier terminals which has been 
defined as the zero level point for the Pl 
carrier system. 

Assuming compander tracking, the average local talker speech 
energy at zero level after the Pl remote terminal expander is 
-20.9 dbm, and this energy will have experienced 10.4 db of 
loss through the expander. Further, the results of judgment 
tests of 25 observers as reported in MM-49-2400-15 indicate 
that the maximum single frequency interference which should 
be allowed at the input to a 3 db subscriber's loop is in the 
order of -72.5 dbm for frequencies in the 900-260~ range. 
This corresponds to -75.5 dbm at the subset terminals or 
-74.5 dbm at the input to a 1 db subscriber's loop. Assuming 
a 4 db Pl carrier equivalent, the permissible single frequency 
interference at zero level after the expander is -74.5 dbm + 
4 db = -70.5 dbm. Thus, assuming that only single frequency 
noise is holding the expander open during the nonspeech 
interval; 

Expander advantage = 

35.2 db - 35.2 db 3 10.4 db = ~ db 

and the signal to single frequency noise ratio = 
-20.9 - (-70.5) a 49.6 db 
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The figure of 10.4 db used above assumes that only 
speech holds the expander open during the speech interval, 
whereas actually both the speech and single frequency noise 
hold the expander open during the speech interval. However, 
since the power addition of -10.4 dbm (speech energy at zero 
level before expander due to average local talker) and 
-35.2 dbm {single frequency energy at zero level before 
expander) is practically -10.4 dbm, no adjustment in the 
computation is necessary. 

2. Average Toll Talker on 3 Link Connection 

Consider now the case of the average (50%) toll 
talker whose volume at the toll transmitting board is -15 vu 
on a distribution curve with a sigma of 5.3 vu. 

-15.0 vu 

- 1,~ db 

average toll talker volume at toll transmitting 
board (zero level of toll connection) 

conversion to dbm 

-16.4 dbm average toll talker speech energy at toll 
transmitting board (zero level of toll 
connection) 

-13 ~ 0 db assumed loss of 3 link toll connection 

-29.4 dbm average toll talker speech energy at receiving 
toll board 

=-l..!.Q db receiving toll office loss plus toll connect
ing trunk loss 

-32.4 dbm average toll talker speech energy at input to 
local office 

-...;:;·~5 db local office loss 

-32.9 dbm average toll talker speech energy at two-wire 
input to Pl carrier terminals (zero level of 
Pl carrier system). 

As before, the single frequency objective is -70.5 
dbm at 1 kc at zero level after the expander, and, in this 
case, the talker would have experienced 16.4 db of loss through 
the expander. Thus, the expander advantage for the average 
toll talker on a 3 li~~ toll connection, and assuming that only 
single frequency noise holds the expandor open during the non
speech interval, is; 
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Expander advantage = 
35.2 db _ l5o2 db J 16,4 db = ~ db 

and the signal to single frequency noise ratio = 
-32.9 - (-70.5) = 37.6 db 

The figure of 16.4 db does not need correction since 
the power addition of -16.4 dbm and -35.2 dbm equals -16.3 
dbm, which would have negligible effect on a corrected calcu
lation of the above expander advantage. 

J, Toll Talker One Sigma Down From Average on 3 Link Toll 
Connection 

In this case, the 16% (one sigma down from average) 
toll talker volume at the toll transmitting switchboard would 
be -15 vu - 5.3 vu = -20.3 vu. Thus, 

-20.3 vu 

- 1.4 db 

16% toll talker volume at toll transmitting 
switchboard (zero level of toll connection) 

conversion to dbm 

-21.7 dbm 16% toll talker speech energy at toll trans
mitting switchboard 

-1340 db assumed loss of 3 link toll connection 

-34.7 dbm 16% toll talker speech energy at re~eiving 
toll board 

.:...l.J2 db receiving toll office loss plus toll connecting 
trunk loss 

-37.7 dbm 16% toll talker speech energy at input to 
local office 

--~··5 db local office loss 

-38.2 dbm 16% toll talker speech energy at two-wire 
input to Pl carrier terminals (zero level of 
Pl carrier system) 

The expander advantage for this condition is; 

Expander advantage = 35.2 db - J5•2 db j l9.l db = 29.8 db 

and the signal to single frequency noise ratio is = -3$.2 -
(-70.5) = ~ db. Further, since the power addition of -19.1 
dbm and -35.2 dbm = -19.0 dbm, there is no need to r~cqmpute 
the above expander advantage using -19.0 dbm in lieu of -19.1 
dbm. 
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Rigorous Approach 

All of the previous computations in this Appendix 
have assumed that the expander was held open during the non
speech interval only by the objective single frequency noise. 
In reality, however, the inherent carrier system noise will 
add to the single frequency noise, and the resultant energy 
will be applied to tne expander, reducing the expander loss 
during the nonspeech interval. Therefore, if the single 
frequency noise is to be limited to -70.5 dbm at 1 kc at zero 
level after the expander, it is of interest to determine the 
maximum 1 kc tone that can be tolerated at zero level before 
the expander in the presence of a given amount of circuit 
noise, and to see how this affects the expander advantages 
previously computed. 

Assume a single frequency input to the expander at 
zero level of s/2 dbm in the presence of y/2 dbm of continuous 
system noise. Then, the expander loss during the nonspeecn 
interval is -(s/2 p y/2)* and the allowable 1 kc tone at zero 
level after expander is giveri by; 

s/2 + s/2 p+ y/2 = -70.5 (dbm notations will be dropped for 
convenience) 

s/2 + s/2 + 0 p ~ • -70.5 

s + 0 P y2s = -70.5 

• 
• • 0 + x2s = -s -70.5 p 

For the purpose of this study, the Pl inherent 
steady system noise has been assumed as 18 dba during the 
nonstatic period** at zero level after the expander which is 
equivalent to -82 + 18 = -64 dbm = y, 

------ .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*The symbol + is used to denote RSS {power) addition. p 

**The maximum noise which will occur during the static period 
(37 hours out of the static season) has been assumed as 
32 dba at zero level. 
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Remembering that all logs will be to the base 10, 
the above equation can be solved !or s as follows; 

0 + ~ = -s -70.5 p 2 

10 log [ 100/10 + 10{-64-s)/20 J 
= -10 log 108 / 10 + 10 log 10-70.5/10 

10 log 108 /lO + 10 lng ~loO/lO + 10{-64-s)/20~ 
= 10 l~g 10-70.5/10 

10 log [ {10s/10) {l00/10) + {lo2s/20) {10{-64-sl/20)] 

= 10 log 10-70.5/lO 

10 log [ los/10 + lO{s-64)/20 J 
= 10 log 10-70.5/10 

This becomes: 

102s/20 + (lo-64/20) (los/20) _ 10-70.5/10 = o, and 

is therefore in the form of the general quadratic equation _ 

AX2 + BX + C = 0, from which 

los/20 z -B±~ B2 - 4AC A __ 1 , B· __ 10-64/20 and X = 2A where 

c = _10-70.5/1o. 
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Therefore, solving for X, or l0s/20 i 

- 1 +j l + 4 
/20 103.2 - 106.4 107.05 

lOs = -----------

- .t£¥ + .868 

10s/20 = 10 - ~ 
2 

2 

In the solution of this equation, only the plus sign of the 
± has any meaning, and therefore 

or since this is in the form of bx = N, from which log b N ~ X 
by definition, then 

log l.ta = ~s 
10 .cu 

4 
or ~ = - log I~!s = -3.928 
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Thus s = -78.5 dbm 
and s/2 = -39.2 dbm, which is the allowable 1 kc 

noise at zero level ahead of the expander, in the presence of 
-32 dbm of system noise at the same point, in order to 
realize 1 kc noise from a single source not greater than 
-70.5 dbm at zero level after the expander. 

As a check on the above solution; 

s/2 + s/2 p y/2 = -70.5 (from start of problem), 
substituting s/2 = -39.2 dbm and y/2 = -32 dbm 
-39.2 dbm + (-39.2 dbm p -32.0 dbm) 
or -39.2 dbm -31.2 dbm ~ -70.4 dbm = -70.5 dbm. 

With an input to the expander at zero level of 
-.39.2 dbm of single frequency noise and -32.0 dbm of continuous 
system noise, the loss inserted by the expander during the non
speech interval is equal to the power addition of these two 
input powers, or 31.2 dbo This then is the loss of the 
~xpandor which more correctly sEould be used than the figure 
of 35,2 db used in the simplified approach. 

It should now be of interest to recompute the 
expander advantage to 1 kc noise for each of the three talker 
volumes and connections previously described. 

\ 

1. Av~~ge Local Talker 

The expander advantage to 1 kc noise for the 
average local talker now becomes; 

Expander advantage = 31.2 db - 31 •2 db j 10•4 db = ~ db. 

The total noise at zero level after the expander is now 
= -64 dbm p -70.5 dbm = -63.1 dbm. The signal to noise ratio 
for the average local talker = -20.9 - (-63.1) = 42.2 dh. 

The total power at zero level actually holding the 
expander open during the speech interval is -10.4 dbm p -31.2 
dbm, which is practically equal to -10.4 dbm, and therefore 
there is no need t~ correct the expander advantage figure of 
24.3 db. 
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2. . Average Toll Talker on 3 Link Toll Connec11Qn 

The expander advantage to 1 kc noise for the 
average toll talker on the 3 link toll connection, previously 
described, is; 

31 2 db - 16 4 db 6 Expander advantage = 31.2 db - • 3 • = ~ db 
and the signal to noise ratio is -32.9 - (-63.1) = 30.2 db, 

The total power at zero level actually holding the 
expander open is -16.4 dbm p -31.2 dbm, which is practically 
equal to -16.4 dbm, and therefore there is no need to correct 
the expander advantage figure of 26.3 db. 

3. Toll Talker Oue Sigm~ Down From Average {16~ Talker) on 
3 Link Toll GonnectioE 

The expander advantage to a 1 kc noise for the toll 
talker one sigma down from an average volume (-15 vu -5.3 vu) 
en the 3 link toll connection is; 

Expander advantage = 31.2 db - ~2 db 3 12· 1 db = ~ db 
and the sj.gnal to noise ratio is -38.2 - (-63.1) = 24.9 db. 

In this case, however, the total power at zero 
level ahead of the expander, which will bold the expander open 
during the speech interval is -19.1 dbrn ~ - 31.2 dbm = -18.8 dbm. 
Thus, the corrected expander advantage is; 

31.2 db - 31.2 db 3 18.8 qb = ~ db. 

Table 1 below summarizes the computations made in 
this Appendix E for comparison purposes. 
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Table 1 

P!m~~~~g ~tb~g IY.IlO;t!Qlif.l M~th~ 
Talker Energy Signal s~gn 

At Zero Level Expand or to Noise Expand or to Noise 
After Exf!:ndor Advantage ftAtio Advantage Ratio 

• 
Average Local 
Talker -20.9 dbm 26.9 db 49.6 db 24.3 db 42.2 db 

Average Toll 
Talker on 
3 Link Toll 
Conn. -32.9 dbm 28.9 db 37.6 db 26.3 db 30.2 db 

16% Quiet Toll 
Talker on 
3 Link Toll 
Com. -38.2 dbm 29.8 db 32.3 db 27.1 db 24.9 db 

It is seen, therefore, that the expandor advantage 
increases with decrease in talker volume (as is to be expected) 
but at a much reduced rate, and, further, that as the expandor 
advantage increases, the signal to noise ratios decrease, also 
at dtfferent rates. In reality, any of the signal to noise 
ratios indicated in Table 1 are quite within the realms of 
providing acceptable circuits. For other computations in 
this single frequency study, it would greatly simplify matters 
if one expander advantage figure were used for all conditions. 
It therefore appears that using an expander advantage of 26 db 
{for single frequency noise) is reasonable. This has the 
effect of increasing the signal to noise ratios for the weaker 
talkers, and is thus not objectionable, as well as the effect 
of decreasing the signal to noise ratios of the louder talkers 
who can apparently very easily tolerate a few db reduction. 

It is realized that this expander advantage figure 
of 26 db may not be appropriate for speech crosstalk. The 
expander advantage will again be derived, therefore, when the 
problems of sideband interferences between the Pl system and 
toll carrier systems are studied. 
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Calculations of Pl Single Freguencr Interferences 
in TyEe H srstems 

The 2.5 kc signaling tone in the lower sideband of 
the 12 kc Pl channel causes a 2.35 kc tone in Type H East to 
West transmission. Thus, 

27 dba assumed average maximum allowable noise for H 
carrier at zero level from all normal noise sources 

- 6 db 

21 dba maximum allowable noise at zero level from a single 
unweighted source. 

The TlU line weighting for the 2.35 kc interfering 
tone is -7 db. As noted in previous Appendices, the energy 
in the Pl signaling tones will be about -4 dbm at zero level. 
Thus the weighted power of the interfering tone is -4 dbm -7 
db = -11 dbm. 

+21 dba maximum allowable noise at zero level in H carrier 
system from a single unweighted source. 

-85 db conversion to dbm 

-64 dbm maximum allowable unweighted noise at zero level 
in H carrier. 

-{-)11 db weighting 

-53 dbm maximum allowable weighted noise at zero level in 
H carrier system from 2.35 kc tone. 

+24 db level advantage of -8 db Pl sideband level and 
+16 db sideband level of H carrier system 

-29 dbm 

••• Carrier frequency system equal level coupling loss 
required is 29 db. 



2.5 kc) 
1.25 kc 
Lenkurt 

!J2pendix G 

Consider all three signaling tones (1.15• 1.75 and 
of Pl 12 kc channel lower sideband causing .65 kc, 
and 2.0 kc interfering tones, respectively, in a 

J3AS East to West Channel 1. 

32 dba assumed average maximum allowable noise for Lenkurt 
33A carrier system at zero level from all normal 
noise sources. 

- 6 db 

26 dba maximum allowable noise at zero level from a single 
unweighted source. 

The TlU line weightings for the interfering tones of 
.65 kc, 1.75 kc and 2.0 kc are -4 db, -1 db and -7 db with 
reference to 1 kc. For the condition of 100% modulation, the 
energy of each of three Pl signaling tones will be approxi
mately -4 dbm at zero level, and the weighted power addition 
of the three tones is -8 dbm p -5 dbm p -11 dbm = -2.6 dbm. 
Thus, 

+26.0 dba maximum allowable noise at zero level in Lenkurt 
33A carrier system from a single source. 

-85,Q db conversion to dbm 

-59.0 dbm maximum allowable unweighted noise due to three 
tones at zero level in Lenkurt system. 

-(-~2.6 db weighting 

-56.4 dbm maximum allowable weighted noise at zero level 
in LenkurtJ3A system from all three tones. 

+18.0 db level advantage of -8 db Pl sideband level·and 
+10 db sideband level of Lenkurt 33A systems. 

-38.1; dbm 

• •. Carrier frequency system equal level coupling loss 
required is 38.4 db, say 38 db. 
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AX Si~le Freguency 

The 4 kc signaling tones of Lenkurt 33AX channels 
;-w, channel 2W-E, channel 3W-E, and channel 3E-W cause 1 kc 
>nes in the Pl channels associated with 12 kc, 24 kc, and 

kc carrierso 

-72.5 dbm maximum allowable 1 kc tone at input to 3 db 
subscriber1 s loop from MM-49-2400-15 

- ;.o db subscriber's loop loss 

-75.5 dbm maximum allowable 1 kc tone at subset terminals 

+ 1.0 db assumed average Pl subscriber voice frequency 
loop loss. 

-74.5 dbm maximum allowable 1 kc input to 1 db loop 

! 4.0 db assumed Pl carrier equivalent 

-70.5 dbm maximum allowable 1 kc tone at zero level after 
Pl expander 

+26.0 db assumed Pl expander advantage to single 
frequency noise 

-44.5 dbm maximum allowable 1 kc tone at zero level before 
expander 

- 7.0 db level disadvantage of +5 dbm Lenkurt33A signal
ing source into -8 db level point of Pl, plus 
6 db advantage of Pl double-sideband demodulation 

-;r.; dbm 

.•, Carrier frequency system equal level coupling loss 
required is 51.5 db, say 52 db. 
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Sample Calculati•n of Pl Single Frequency 
Interference in N Carrier Syst~ms 

Consider 2 kc tone in N channel 10 upper-sideband 
caused by Pl carrier at 66 kc demodulating against the N 
carrier at 64 kc. 

-72.5 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone at input to 3 db 
subscriber's loop from MM-49-2400-15 

+ ,5 db local office loss 

-72.0 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone at input to local 
board 

+ 21 0 db assumed toll connecting trunk loss 

-70.0 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone at input to toll 
connecting trunk. 

+ 1.0 db assumed toll office loss 

-69.0 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone at input to toll 
board 

+ 5~0 db assumed N carrier system equivalent 

-64.0 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone at zero level after 
N expander 

+23.0 db assumed N carrier expander advantage 

-41.0 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone at zero level 
before N expander 

-23.7 db level disadvantage of +4 dbm Pl carrier into 
N channel at -25.7 db level point, plus a 6 db 
advantage of N double-sideband demodulation. 

-64.7 dbm 

••• Carrier frequency system equal level coupling l~ss 
required for the 2 kc tone is 64.7 db, say 65 db. 
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~ample Calculation of N Carrier Single Freguencr 
Interference in Pi Carrier srstems 

Consider 2 kc tone which is in the lower sideband 
of the Pl channel associated with a 66 kc carrier and which is 
caused by an N carrier at 64 kc. 

-72.5 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone at input to a 3 db 
subscriber's loop from MM-49-2400-15 

- 2·0 db subscriber's loop loss 

-75.5 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone at subset terminals 

+ 1.0 db assumed average Pl subscriber voice frequency 
loop loss. 

-74.5 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone at input to 1 db loop 

+ 4.0 db assumed Pl carrier system equivalent 

-70.5 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone at zero level after 
Pl expander 

+2..§..0 db assumed Pl expander advantage 

-44.5 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone at zero level 
before expander 

+ 8.7 db level advantage of -10.7 dbm 64 kc N carrier 
into Pl channel at -8 db level point, plus a 
6 db advantage of Pl double-sideband demodulation 

-35.8 dbm 

••• Carrier frequency system equal level coupling loss 
required for the 2 kc interfering tone is 35.8 db, say 
36 db. 



Calculation of Pl Interferen 

Consider 2 kc tone in OA carrier channel 2, East to 
West, which is caused by Pl .carrier at 12 kc. 

-72.5 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone at input t~ a 3 db 
subscriber's l•op from MM-49-2400-15 

!--Li db local office loss 

-72.0 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone at input to local 
board 

!_~ db assumed toll connecting trunk loss 

-70.0 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone at input t~ toll 
connecting trunk 

+ 1.0 db assumed toll office loss. 

-69.0 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone at input to toll 
board 

!_4,0 db assumed 0 carrier equivalent 

-65.0 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone at zero level after 
OA expandor 

+23.0 db assumed OA carrier expandor advantage 

-42.0 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone at zero level before 
OA expandor 

- 4.0 db level disadvantage of +4 dbm Pl carrier int;.e 
zero level point of OA carrier system 

-46.0 dbm 

••• Carrier frequency system equal level coupling loss 
required for 2 kc tone is 46 db. 
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Calculation of OA Carrier Single Freguencx 
Interference in .Pi Carrier sxstem 

Consider 2 kc tone in uppe~sideband of channel 
associated with Pl 12 kc carrier caused by OA carrier at 14 kc. 

-72.5 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone at input to 3 db 
subscriber's loop from MM-49-2400-15 

- 3.0 db subscriber's loop loss 

-75.5 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone at subset terminals 

+ 1.0 db assumed average P1 subscriber voice frequency 
loop loss · 

-74.~ dbm maximum allowable 2 kc input to 1 db loop. 

+ 4,0 db assumed Pl carrier equivalent 

-70.5 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone at zero level after 
Pl expandor 

+26.0 db assumed Pl expandor advantage to single 
frequency noise 

-44.5 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone at zero level before 
Pl expandor 

- 8.0 db level disadvantage of +6 dbm OA carrier into 
-8 db level point of Pl, plus 6 db advantage of 
Pl double-sideband demodulation 

-~2.5 dbm 

••• Carrier frequency system equal level coupling loss 
required for the 2 kc tone is 52.5 db, say 53 db. 
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.§am 

Consider 2 kc tone in ONl Group 5 (Channel 4) caused 
by Pl carrier at 42 kc. 

-72.5 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone at input to 3 db 
subscriber's loop from MM-49-2400-15 

+ .5 db local office loss 

-72.0 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone at input to 
local board. 

+ 2.0 db assumed toll connecting trunk loss 

-70.0 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone at input to toll 
connecting trunk 

+ 1~0 db assumed toll office loss 

-69.0 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone at input to 
toll board 

!_leO db assumed over-all carrier equivalent 

-64.0 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone at zero level 
after 0 carrier expander 

+23&0 db assumed 0 carrier expander advantage 

-41.0 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone at zero level 
before 0 carrier expander 

-22.0 db 

-63.0 dbm 

level disadvantage of +4 dbmPl carrier into 
ONlchannel at -18 db point. 

••• Carrier frequency system equal level coupling loss 
required is 63 db. 
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Sample Calculation ofONl Carrier Single-Freguency 
Interference in P! Channel Allocations 

Consider 2 kc tone in Pl channel 3s LG caused by 
ONlcarrier at 44 kc. 

-72.5 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone at input to 
3 db subscriber's loop from MM-49-2400-15 

- 3.0 db subscriber's loop loss 

-75.5 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone at subset terminals 

+ 1.0 db assumed average Pl subscriber voice frequency 
loop loss 

-74.5 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc input to 1 db voice 
frequency loop 

+ 4.0 db assumed Pl carrier equivalent 

-70.5 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone at zero level 
after Pl expander 

!J6.Jl db assumed Pl expandor advantage 

-44.5 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone at zero level 
before Pl expander 

+10.0 db level advantage of -12 dbm ONlcarrier into 
Pl channel at _g db point, plus a 6 db 
advantage of Pl double-sideband demodulation. 

-34.5 dbm 

••• Carrier frequency system equal level coupling loss 
required for the 2 kc tone is 34.5 db, say 35 db. 
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S~ple Calculation ofONl f6 kc Level 
Control ~cillator Interferencen Pl Channel 2s HG 

-72.5 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone input to 3 db 
subscriber's loop from MM-49-2400-15 

- J•O db subscriber's loop loss 

~75.5 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone at subset 
terminals 

+ 1.0 db assumed average Pl subscriber voice frequency 
loop loss 

~74.5 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone at input to 1 db 
loop 

+ 4.9 db assumed Pl carrier equivalent 

-70.5 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone at zero level 
after Pl expander 

+26aO db assumed Pl expander advantage 

-44.5 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone at zero level 
before Pl expander 

- 3.1 db level disadvantage of +1.1 dbm 76 kc source 
into Pl channel at -8 db point plus a 6 db 
advantage of Pl double-sideband demodulation 

-47.6 dbm 

••• Carrier frequency system equal level coupling loss 
required is 47.6 db, say 48 db. 



Appendix P 

Samrle Calculation of Pl Single reguency 
nterferences in J Carrier Systems 

Consider 2 kc tone in J channels caused by trans
mitted carriers of Pl sy~tem. 

-72.5 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone at input to 3 db 
subscriber's loop from MM-49-2400-15 

+ ,5 db assumed local office loss 

-72.0 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone at input to 
local board 

+ 2,0 db assumed toll connecting trunk loss 

-70.0 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone at input to 
toll connecting trunk 

+ 1.0 db assumed toll office loss 

-69.0 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone at input to toll 
board 

+ 6 ~ 0 db assumed J carrier circuit equivalent 

-63a0 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone at zero level in 
J system 

+13.0 db 

-50.0 dbm 

level advantage of +4 dbm Pl carrier into J 
channel at +17 db point 

••• Carrier frequency system ~qual level coupling loss 
required is 50 db. 



~~pendix Q 

Calculation of J Carrier Single Frequency 
Interferences in Pl Carrier System 

Consider 2 kc tone in Pl channels 3s LG, 2s HG and 
3s HG caused •Y J-2 pilots at 40 kc, 80 kc and 92 kc, 
respectively. 

-72.5 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone input to 3 db 
subscriber's loop from MM-49-2400-15 

- 3.0 db subscriber's loop loss 

-75.5 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone at subset terminals 

+ 1.0 db assumed average Pl subscriber voice frequency 
loop loss 

-74.5 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone at input to 1 db 
loop 

~~ db assumed Pl carrier equivalent 

-70.5 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone at zero level after 
Pl expander 

+26~ db assumed Pl expander advantage 

-44.5 dbm maximum allowable 2 kc tone at zero level 
before Pl expander 

+ 1.0 db level disadvantage of -3 dbm J-2 pilot into 
Pl channel at -8 db point, plus a 6 db 
advantage of Pl double-sideband demodulation 

-43.5 dbm 

••• Carrier frequency system equal level coupling less 
required is 43.5 db, say 44 db. 


